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Blazing Trails in 2022

Nature is wonderfully dynamic which is one of the many reasons we love it so much.
Even the most familiar path at Sarett can provide a brand new experience in the
form of flower, wildlife, or season. We are embracing that idea and looking to share
some new experiences while you enjoy the familiarity of your favorite local nature
destination. The new format for our newsletter is an obvious example. We are trying
a new format as a means to share more of what is happening here at Sarett Nature
Center. 

This is just one of many new things we are looking forward to experiencing in the
new year. Some things to look forward to around the nature center itself is a fresh
look for our trails. The trailhead and pathway to the Tree Top Walkway are getting a
remodel. You can also look forward to new signage at all trail intersections to give
you confidence to find your way through our expansive trail system. 

The board and staff at Sarett are hard at work behind the scenes as well. At a
strategic planning session this fall we celebrated the nature center’s long record of
great environmental education for elementary school-aged children. 

Continued on Page 4

BY NATE FULLER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR



      BY NATE FULLERFen Functions
What a difference a couple hundred feet can make!
Preliminary results from the U.S. Geological Survey’s
monitoring wells in Sarett’s fen wetlands show that
groundwater is flowing differently on either side of the
River Trail just below the Nature Center building.

Mitchell's satyr butterfly in Sarett's fen.
Look for events in July for a chance to
see this endangered species. 
Photo by Simon Tolzmann.

This may explain why we have endangered Mitchell’s satyr
butterflies only on one side of the trail, despite the habitat
looking the same to human eyes. The butterflies appear drawn
to strong upwelling areas underground which aligns with
Mitchell’s satyr captive rearing research being done by
Kalamazoo Nature Center (KNC). 

KNC put humidity monitors in the fens where Mitchell’s satyrs
are found and discovered that humidity never fell below 80% at
the ground level. They adjusted their butterfly egg rearing
chambers to extreme humidity and were able to improve their
hatch rate from 43% to 98% ! Currently over 100 caterpillars,
hatched from just four butterflies collected from Sarett, are
being reared at KNC to be released as adults back at Sarett this
upcoming summer. 

This information is not only great news for helping restore
Mitchell’s satyrs and their habitat at Sarett but is informing
partners in the Mitchell’s satyr recovery effort across the
country on how to help prevent the extinction of one of the
rarest butterflies on Earth. 

Above: One of the weather monitoring stations on River Trail.
Photo by Carolyn Sundquist. Below: Mitchell's satyr butterfly in
Sarett's fen. Photo by Simon Tolzmann.

A guest snapped this picture of Caroline
Duncan while visiting the butterfly house.

The staff would like to extend a
heartfelt thank you to our 2021
butterfly house volunteers.

Pat Adams, Miren Allen, Roberta &
Caleb Colwell, Caroline Duncan, Diane
Kopp, John & Jannine Lee, Kathy
Manning, Laurie Myers, and Jennifer
Rose each generously took a shift or
two each week over the summertime.
By doing this, it opened up precious
time for staff to complete needed
activities. 

High temperatures, humidity, and
drizzling rain did not deter their joy of
the butterfly house. Thank you again!
Your time meant so much to us!

Thank You
Butterfly
Volunteers
BY LAURA JASPER-STUMP

Above: Weather monitoring station in the Sarett
fen. Photo by Carolyn Sundquist.

The Kiwanis Club of St.
Joseph/Benton Harbor has

generously created a
scholarship fund for

schools who cannot afford
programming costs for a
field trip to Sarett. Visit
www.sarett.org, choose

programs and scholarships
for more information.

School 
Scholarships

http://www.sarett.org/


Travel with Sarett 
in 2022

Sarett is helping researchers by documenting migratory animals flying by along their journeys of thousands of miles. A
transmitter receiving station, called a Motus Tower, was installed at Sarett in the spring of 2021 to join an array of over
1,200 stations around the world (visit www.motus.org to learn more). Two interesting results so far involve a shorebird
called a ruddy turnstone and a Swainson’s thrush. 

This spring a ruddy turnstone was initially tagged at the mouth of the Savannah River near Hilton Head, SC. In less than
24 hours it flew over 1,000 miles! It first went north to the shores of Lake Erie, near Cleveland, before turning west to fly
over Lake Michigan, passing over Sarett on its way to Wisconsin and then assumedly to its Arctic breeding grounds.
Researchers are finding that a surprising amount of shorebirds use the Great Lakes as a stepping stone on their
migrations.

Swainson’s thrushes are a common sight during fall migration at Sarett. What was unusual about this thrush was that its
breeding ground is in British Columbia! Sarett naturalists learned that this bird is part of a study looking at two
subspecies of Swainson’s thrushes in the Pacific Northwest. It turns out that despite breeding in the same area, these two
subtly different groups of birds have significantly different migration routes. 

Up North Kayak Weekend
June

Women's Outdoor Weekend
August

Yellowstone & Grand Tetons
September

Fall Tour in West Virginia 
Late October

 

*Trips are subject to change or
cancelation due to COVID-19 

 

 

Animal Ambassador Update
BY HANNAH BREYEN

BY NATE FULLERMigration - Learning from Motus

In the past two years, Sarett Nature Center has had to
say farewell to some of our beloved longtime animal
ambassadors. But as we know, with loss also comes
new life. Sarett naturalists gained many new wildlife
coworkers in 2021, including: a recently rehabilitated
but non-releaseable eastern screech-owl, two
juvenile gray rat snakes, an ocellated skink, a spunky
bearded dragon named Hiro, two green frogs, and
two tree frogs. Moving forward, our goal is to curate
more native (or similar) species to supplement our
region-specific educational programming.

One group flies to Central America via the western coastline of North America
while the other journeys over the Great Plains down to the Gulf of Mexico to
then fly over the Gulf to winter in South America. The theory is that these
populations were separated from one another during the last ice age, and it
was only as the glaciers retreated that the populations followed their preferred
habitat as it shifted north to meet in the Northwest. Of particular interest, the
hybrids between the thrush subspecies fly an intermediate route between the
West Coast and Great Plains, demonstrating that at least a portion of songbird
migration is instinct based on genetics and not learned behavior. 

Swainson's Thrush

Construction of the Motus Tower.

Green Frog

Gray Rat Snakes

Owliver/Owlivia, eastern screech-owl

http://www.motus.org/


MEMORIALS & HONORARIUMS
 

We recognize the following people
for their love of nature and Sarett. 

 

Donations were made in loving memory
of Jeffery W. Brown, Mickey and Bill
Campbell, Anita Ann Haran, Marge
Johnson, Mona MacKimmie, Janet

McIntosh, and Wendy Shadler. 
Additional donations were made to

honor Pat Adams and Kathy Manning
for their work with Sarett.

Sarett staff on an outing to Pierce Cedar Creek Institute.

Continued from Page 1

But we also see an opportunity to expand our efforts to provide
more programming for middle and high school students as well 
 as seniors. Many naturalists will tell you that their favorite thing
about nature is that they never get to stop learning and that is
true for all members of Sarett’s community.

At Sarett we are excited to learn more about the landscape we
have the privilege to work in. We are embracing an emphasis on
expanding research opportunities at the nature center. As we
learn more about the plants and animals and the habitats they
live in, we are eager to share what we learn with our community
members (see pages two and three for some recent news on
research at Sarett). 

The board and staff are excited to “Blaze New Trails” into 2022
and invite you to join us. Explore a new area of Sarett’s
property, sign up for a Silver Fox event where we offer
continuing learning for the 50-and-older crowd, check out our
Women In Nature (W.I.N.) programming where we foster
camaraderie among the women in our community, or perhaps
explore our trails in a new season. Sarett  has so much to share
and we are excited to welcome you back. Thank you to all the
supporters of Sarett Nature Center. 


